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Naturalism and Metaphor: The Baroque Still Life 
September 22-October 20, 1985 
University Art Museum 
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 



simple mirrors of nature Yet the 

concepts of naturalism and meta- 

phor are not mutually exclusive. 

Alpers views still lif 

H aph \ 
f and pictorial concerns is not Limited ondary import 

! had of realisr art 

| jects in his Basket of F metaph 

1 iltimately relating to antique ored by theorist 

{Andre Fé 

“Alpers views still life paintings as Houvrag 

have influenced Peter Paul Ruben: 

The F aA c Jer(I 
French artist Nick n theorist 

11-1680) di la i th tod 
) a artist atures “Y 

al: Lon “de ing” with his brush the hail, rainfall, fro: 

nh He 
The fir ality of 1 tt r am your sto 

7 \ dance wit 
al Histinetion be 

Tal t f att gara has n . 

L ther more narrat 

vation are interdepe 

Mander 

ut Hoogstracten 

Tl 
drear 

E deJ has de 

ments in compositions and int 

acco, often found in 

“Several scholars have attempted to 
identify symbolic content in still life 

imagery by isolating certain ele- 

ments in the compositions and in- 

terpreting them according to 
contemporary poems, riddles, and 

emblems.” 

— 

which condemns the “newly acquired vice” by illus 



appeared in co: 

di ly and time is Meeting. The major 
mage nto ha 

f f Leyd 
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This su 
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Dutch colleetic Jerwent a change di 

rse of the seventeenth century. He identified a 

h corporates costly or exotic elements suck 

Scott Sullivay q larity of | 
Dutch gan h 1 similar Arou 

ame Wer laced by my 
nf f 1 fi q mnt 

‘We must know in the first place 

what constitutes a good still life 
piece since though it be naturally 

handled, nothing but a good choice 
can charm the senses 

landseay E hunt 

images may have resulted from the wealthy patron 

i T I 
burg’s mo: an actual hunting t i 

ld 

The di 1 lity of 1 
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it us a vanitas image. Oth und a “f erm the Mil 
g, are subject to th rol ofa 

1 | iba (objects. Th 5 
nd hromc ty of the pa ni exhibit seems t 

In th id th de a: 
ble A 

open L 
vai £ knowledg f, B 
1956, 154-155). Barel 

Kull is more accomplished in handling than the lute 
hich appears rathe al. The pers 

tive of the Rocmer is somewhat awkward and ¢ 
ks def The technique used t 

re the pages of th hk. 1 
painterly. Both the composition and clements of th 

fembrandt and now rejected (ef 
H. Gerson, 1969, XI) 

reproduced in Ke 

Anonymous found ina paintiny 
e Vanitas, c. 1630 Sweden (E 

oil on panel nono 
13%" x 144 

at Anonymously 

Provenance 

Private Collection, Milwaukee 
Shapiro Collection, London 





of Dutch and Flemish Still-Life Paint 
teenth and Eighteenth Centunes” in the Ashn 
Museum's Catal fthe Collection of Dutc 

ish Still Life Pictures Be hed by De 
Ward (Oxford, 1950, 209) 

ch those pr i z 
an vden (Bergstrom, 195¢ ) 

The university town—a “stro! old of Dutch. The date is relat kind of sim- 

Calvinism’ provided the perfect atmosphere for the plistic vanitas im of this typ 
production of such moralizing images that f 1 roduced betweer 11630. Indeed 

s literal reminders of one’s ultimate fate. Be 

Guthfeldt has included elements from what Berg 
tron iifies as the roup” of vanita 

feldt paiming 

piece carries a similar message. The fly 
us on the forehead of the skull, is a literal s\ 

Otto Guthfeldt 
e@ Vanitas, 1655 

id half of the fifteenth century. On the front 

n panel 
19” s 15 
Lent by Mr. and Mrs Gary Bishop 

which is detachec 
bears remnants of blood. is gore unusual. It may 



e 
Cornelis Norbertus Gysbrechts 
Vanitas, « 1660 

vested by Walther 
the artist present ¢ { this vanitas imay 

fortunately, little is k about this artist, It 
{the Guild « 

11659 and 1660 and arch 
ceived payment for 

court painter ir 
1672 (De Je 17), Cysbrechts, who paint 

ed many type r specially ac 
ery (for 
Neth 

artist 
al Lill lifes which display an 

The most strikin 

depicted. As an acelaimed trompe Uoeil artist, Gys 
brechts painted in a style that was highly realistic. al 
lowing him to achieve the desired deception of the 

The objects in the 
and appear fully th 

d very el jects are pl 
appear to protrude into the viewer's space. This type 
of compositional arrangement cai 

in which an Ate is placed in the very fore 
duced in 

colors, which 
and (pr 

ca, 1981, pl. 134). The 
cial vibrancy, further enhance the realistic ap 

ent on unkne cal n rep 

pearance of the work on exhibit 

The prominence of the skull arly identifies this still 
A vanitas image. The ‘deaths head’ placed 

ominently in the foreground, is entwined with 
laurel—traditionally symbolizing fame— 

the ot 
worldly vanities, Many of 

ind in traditional van: 
itas images. Iter hourglass, and 
extinguished candle are commonly found in paint 
ings which nvey the message of trans ¢ (Berg 

dice and 
s represen: 

strim, 1956,1 
playing cards— » frequent ini 

(bid.). Uni 
painting are the Je 

Be 
) prayer shawl and book of He 

brew writings mmonly included in these 

mages to allude to vanity and pride in learning 
m, 1956, 156), are generally non: 

in subject and language. It is unfortunate that the He 

braic writing is unintelligible, for it would provide a 
valuable. cluc paintin 
One ma of such elements in 

anitas im that the Je hawl and book are 

personal references to the patron who commissioned 
although no ir 

ht 
this painti rmation about this pa: 
tron has come te 



This floral still life, attributed to Cornelis de 
includes many of the conventions found i 
of his father, Jan Davidse. de Heem. A comp 
with the elder De Heem’s painti 
um, Amsterdam, st 

mposition 
»rate bouquets from a nail ai 

front of architectural niches. I 

one finds a variety of small in: r ortment 
of fruits and f The wed 

y oth 

{the apparer 
work of Cornelis is characterized by a greater profu: 

ks some of the clarity sion of elements and th 
and force of his fal In gene 

+r De Hees work is prettier and more 
lor. Ce »rative—both in composition a 

nt, pil 
differ from the rich, warm t whic s used by his fa: 

ther, This is amply evidenced by the paintir 

Many of the part el of these hanging 
have been ir 1 in terms of vanitas 
Alberto Veca s 

f, Veca, 198 204) 

cay. Opened pom 
The a 

that they 
the painting on « 
blemished, indicat 
decompose. Likewise, the inclusion of insects often 

are beginning | 

uggested the proc decomposition (Bergstrom 
Disguised Symbolism? II, 1955, 346). And Berg 

strom notes 
sience whil 
were symbols for the passion of Christ 
1956, 214). The small butterflies that app 

f the canvas are often fo Cornelis de Heem upper right corn 

© Floral Bouquet Dutch art and symbolized the ansien 
life (Welu, 1979, 61). The sma. 

26%" x 22' 
Lent by Dr. Alfred Bader 

Provenance of transience and the vanity of ¢ 

Bader ( tion, Milwaukee 
Bert Piso Collection, New Orleans 
Manheim Galleries 



(Attributed) Nicholas Baudesson 
© Floral Still Life 

24% 
Lent by the F 
of An. M 

¢ Haggerty Mu 

The Mar 
Monr 

however, that this name was added later, most likely 
work, since Jean 

the foremost seven 

al Still Life bears the signature 
Jone for the museum inc 

increase the value of 
tiste Monnoyer wa 

ntury painters of floral still lifes. Stylistically 
this still life is more closely related to the we 
other French artist, Nicholas Baud 
1611-1680 Paris), whose work has o 

nition, due in par 
of Michel Faré. Baudesson, a member of 
cemed family of artists (Faré, 1974, 27 
lific painter who was mentioned by André Félibien in 
his Enure 
lents peintres anciens et mademes (Paris, 1666-68, ¥ 
I], 293, cited by Faré, 1974, note 134), Confusion 
wer the extent of his oeuvre results from the fact that 

vie et les ouvrage plus exe 

Baudesson signed few of his paintings which stylist: 
cally bear some affinity to the work of Monnoyer. One 

n, Flowers in a Crystal Vase, (Private Collec 
tion, Fart, 1974, 279) is 
»een used as a means to identify other work 

igned on the back and has 

A comparison between Baudesson’s Basket 
Tulips (Private Ce 
and Mo 

»ppies 

demonstrates the 
stylistic affinity between these two artists, Yet, in spite 

differences do exist which dis tain similarit 
tinguish the Marquette still life from the work of Mon: 

1. The Floral Still Life on exhibition, displays 
trong hia ro to the extent that the darkness of 

the and obscures some of the 
and 

1 ntrasts can be seen in the signed Flower in a 
Crystal Vase by Bi 

same intense I 

sson, Monnoyer's paintings 
uniform lighting effects The 

Jin the Marquette piec 
aph Baudesson nin the av 

Similar rich tor fred, forest green, and yellow are 
offset by cool blue in both paintings. Monnoyer’s pal 
cite, exemplified by h of Flowers for example 
is more uniform and does not utilize colors with the 

intensity of Baudesson's. Also, Baudesson's works 
show a preference for curling ine greater than that 
found in Monnoyer. In the Marquette still life, the 

ning glories offered the artist a 
change to introduce these lyric lines and curves 
Baudess painting has a limited painterliness con 

ain areas such as the carnation petal 

hydrangea blooms, and highlights on the bowl. Mon. 
play a consistent painter 



e Milwauke ay that the Milwaukee 
and ir ast thre 

ledge before the half-arch of an architectural ni 
The three birds—one a mallard, the others pro 

nter of the paintir k 
ate the head of the positioning, itis difficult t 

black and white bird in the 

oft, thinly painted surfa: 

© the fowl in the Milwaukee painting 
position was most likely assemt 

trophy”: Indeed, this type « 
the tradition of romp 

rd susper 
s, 1504, Alte 

Munich, Sterling fig. 9). Itis also as 
stylistically with early Dutch game pieces character 
ed by small intimate groupings of a fe 

table or le rk wall. They 

light was utilized 
fur. Like the 
balanced, he 
elements i 
he 
yas (cf. Sullivan, 197: 0). Paintir 

compositions, the 

‘ontal line d 

ly confined to the first half of the sever 

manner after this time, but the trend 

toward more elaborate and decorati 
Jacobus Biltius and his son Cornelis, 
few who ¢ on the traditional format of the earl 

‘= The Milwaukee painting was un: he 
(In the manner of) Cornelis aldewand Wounece Bilt i rk 
Biltius wever there is some stylistic affinity f 

e Still Life with Dead Foul signed work attributed to Cornelis. (Klemm, ct. al. 

; 
16 fig. 137b) A similar arity is 

seen, for example, in the tr f tk 
eee mallard. The awkwar 29” x 24s birds on the k 
Lent by the Milwaukee Public Museum in the Wallraf 

al., 1980, pl. 6). H 
Provenance 
Milwaukee Public Museum Collection 
Bader Collection, Milwaukee 

< Cornelis preferred 



Dirk Valkenberg 
@ Still Life with Dead Rabbit, ¢ 

Lont Anonymoush 

1700 

Dutch artist Dirk Valkonberg in the lower left ec 
Born in Amsterdam in 1 
Frankfurt and Augsburg in 16 

with his tr Valkenberg trave 
5 or carly 1697 Lairesse fay 

1706, he traveled to Surinam and painted exotic quarry and always advo 
plants and animals found on the plantation of Jor pleasing elements (De L 
Witsen. He died in Amsterdam in 1721 (Sullivan. Fritsch, 1778, 421). Weenix's 
1984, 104) lustrate the type of still life imagery De Lairesse advo- 

cated. Valkenbe 
The composition of this painting is dominated by a landscay 

centrally placed dead rabbit. Three small huntin 
appear to the right of the rabbit and two arc 

ina landscape settin; 
the very foreground, a tree trunk and foli 
left half of the composition, and an open vi 
right. Tones of muted grey blended with tan are the 1605. cited by Sullivan 
dominant colors. The fur on the belly of the rabbit is specifically restricted even the nobility to one hare 
white and the remainder of its pelt is done in warm two rabbits per week (Merul 
brown tones, A bluish-grey is used to dey 
cflections on the water in the foreground. In general kee 

work of his teacher, Jan Weenix (1642: 
v. Valkenberg, III, 1970). The format f game dis- 

played in a landscape 
tive as, some Ween mp 
in a German private collection, dated 1706 (Klemm. hur 
etal. 1979, fig, 142, 261). The Valkenbeerg still life as trophy pieces 
is finely painted, with the s and feathers fui 

abbit's eyes and claws convincingly rendered, The 
arv precisely detailed, as are the blades of grass and 
the fibers of the rope. A similar precisic 

her Valkenber 
formerly at the Galerie Hoogsteder (reproduced in 
Burlington Magazine, 112, 1970, exxx) 

ness can be seen in 

nd 
mid-century. Prior to this time, paintings with game 
The Dutch game piece gained popularity aro 

part of culinary or kitchen scen were sim- 
bird: 

E. Vonck’s game pieces in Gammel: 
middle of the 

me pieces began to take on a 

tions of a single hare or a few dea 

» 1960, figs. 212-215). Around the 
century, however, 
more decorative appearance created by the use of 
elaborate elements and colorful compositions set in 
scenic landscapes. The decades just prior to and im 
mediately fe the beginning of the eighteenth 

ination of this rative style, 

bout by French. 
193). Gerard de Lain 

was bi 
s (Sullivan, 19 

which Sullivan claim 
influence 

uught 

The game piece bears traces of the signature of the called the “Dutch Poussin’, was a theoretician who is 
credited with populanzing French ide 

se entitled The Art of Painting. De 
red game pieces that depicted exotic 

led using the most visually 
see, Eng. trans. J. F. 

picture includes the preference 
Vistas, but his prime emphasis is on the 

ophy—the trussed and bleeding rabbit 

ind in the foreground. The game is displayed Because of the strict regulations, hunting in the 
hich includes water, visible in Netherlands was largely the recreation of the nobility 

ze in the Documents such as P. Merula’s Placaten ende ¢ 
a to the nancien op ‘stuck vande Wildemissen (The Hague 

he 113-126), Smaller birds, s those in the Milwau 
ainting. seemed to be less closely regulated 

are cooler than those found in the (Sullivan, 1980, 236-37, note 8). Sullivan notes that 
2) (Bernt, by the sixth decade, the game picee began te 

ne a more trophy-like character” (Ibid. 242) He 
lar ta, but not as decora: believes that the people of th 
sitions such as a picture classes who were otherwise restricted from actually 

purchased images such as thes 



T 
painting is c mar The work and th 

y animals—fish, crabs fish i d catch di tes Dutch pride ir nd 

all of which are strewn at 1 mr i 2 h In 
ition. Smaller fish fill a large wicke 1 larg 

basket in the center. T apes and fish used 
cape setting in whi h wild 

right and mountai 
mall glimpse of the 

of the canvas. A large 
ramidal arrangement 
placement of th 
the appa 

Fine A 
Budapest painting 

(Slive, 1970, fig. 1 
Mains many similar elements 

the catch of fish displ the foreground, fist 
men fish by the sea he nig 
and a landscape The la 

eyed fish in the Budapest picture those i 
the Milw: kee painting. The Budapest still life, hov 
ever, displays a tighter arrangement of fish. The cor 
positior ore col nd the not a 
widely spaced. In general, the Budape pl 

he Milwaul more painterly, Portions 
Abraham van Beyeren Workshop play a'hard line which is somewhat amateur 

@ Still Life with Fish and Crab. hells hin the f ind ¢ hn 
cal stiff which Ot sé in the ha f th 

fish. These differences 1 at 
api more than one hand worked on this painting. It 

nee known that Van Beyeren often used sketches as stan 

in the stud 

er right portion of the canvas 
ric landscape is closely relat 

ed toa similai 
ny Van B 

n the Budapest painting a 
en himself. However, th 

ft backg iand 
the poorly rendered object 
probably by an artist of lesser skill 

J. G. van Gelder notes that the majority of Van B. 
en's fish still life paintings date fi 
tween 1645 and 1655 (Van Gelder, 1950, 41). It is 

ble that the Milwaukee painting was begun at 



Gaetano Cusati 
Fish 

Thais fine still life of fish and other marine creatures 
Cusati is signed the Neapolitan painter Gaeta 

ndated. Little is known about this artist. He 
probably studied under the still life painter Giovan 
Battista Ruoppolo (1629-1693) and was a follower 
of Abraham Brucghel (1631-1697) (Spike, 1983 
17). The latter 
Roman style 

tist is credited with bringing the 
hich included a lighter palette and 

» Naples in 1675 (/bid.). The 

f the Milw 
tyle closer to tha 

decorative element 
dark chiar ukee painting, howev 

of Cusati’s teacher, 
G.B. Ruoy ». [t scems that this painting could 

cit of their association. 
Jays none of the decorative qualities of 

Brueghel's style, In fact, a comparison to Ruoppolo’s 
Still Life with Crab and Fish, in the Pagano Collec 
tion, Naples (Spike, 1983, cat. no, 30) reveals 
similarities both in composition and technique. In 
each painting there is an immediacy caused by the 
fish which out toward the 

er control k, however, shows g 
oning the fish at a strong diagonal. 

milarities in the palette as well. The 
overall dark grey in Ruoppolo’s still life is punctuat- 
ed by the bright, cool, blue-grey fish and the warm 

red-orange of the Snappers and crab. Similar light 
and dark contrasts are found in Cusati’s painting 

ludes th and his palette ame icy blues and red 
corals that Ri Cusati’s cureful place 
ment of these colors enhances the overall comp 
tional balance noted earlier. The artist's technique is 

very painterly— characterized by loose brushstrokes 
and dabs of col variety 

s be- 

of the octopus in the basket 

Cusati's skill in depicting 

of textures is evident in the way he different 
tween the smoothne 
the aly roughness of the various fish, and the 

ation of the opened mollusks. 

Still life paintings of fish were popular in Naples 
Giuseppe Recco and Giovan Battista Ruoppolo also 
painted fish sul s. Ultimately, these images relate 

by artists like 
» Campi which depict similar bountiful dis- 

to sixteenth century fishmarket see 

s of fish. Cusati’s painting is most likely an im: 
picting a common commodity In the city of 

s where fishing was an important industry 



still life is Gian I 
Duke of Modena. T 
Musco Estense, Me 

vas is a portion of a sui the right is a Lion Hunt> Ant b 1, 1969, 37 
glimpse of brilliant blu portion of a small tir iby a 
terracotta sculpture which tifiable. Thy fH { \ 

h shades of green, b H r 

Minr 

by Anthony Clark and P 

lieved that the still life may have 
Sebastien Bourdon (1616-1671). Ho 

slors found in the Minneapolis painting differ f 

Frenchmar 
(Attributed) Jean Boulanger man and ¢ 
(1566-1660) 1638, he 

© Allegorical Still Life with Bernini’s Bust of omar 
Francis I d’Este Ber ieanen face lieneeral rE 

oil on canva U | 
53%" x 39% been With 55, 214). E 
Lent by The Minn Institute of Art palew haract iL L "i 

The John R. Van Derlip Fund and azure a: his Alleg iM. ( " 
Estense, Modena, illustrated in Quintavall 

1960/1961, 910, fig. 99). The M 

nstitute of Arts rely {1651 since the E i 
p 630 i J ¢ and 



(Follower of) Francesco Fieravino 
Called II Maltese (¢.1640-1660) 

ert Lang, Swit 
Private Collection, California 

The atribution of the Still Life with Oriental Rug is 
5 
still life is superficiall 

ian Francesco Fieravino (called I Malt 

known of his career, except that he worked in Rome 

lematical. Stylistically, th 
to the 

Little 

and is credited with popularizing a style character 
by lavish, decorative 

pensive objects, (Spike, If 
»sitions featuring ex 

92) Undoubtedly a 
» Il Maltese’s style can ul artist, refere 

nin the w 
seppe Recco, Evaristo Buschenis, and Pier Fran 

cesco Cittadini (Spike, 1983, cat. nos, 31 
Tl Maltese of costly elements arranged 

Northern European prototypes by artists such as 
Willem Kalf (cf. Bergstriim, 1956, figs. 216, 232) 
However, this painting differs from the works of Il 
Maltese who s usually fea. er 

iguous space s painterly (ef 
The Art of the Marvelous: The Baroque in Italy 
1984, 6) 

The expensive items on in the painti hibit 
informal only seem to be arranged in a careless a 

manner. An ornate metal ewer rests on it 
ng of pearls dangles from another richly worked 

and a rumpled carpet provides the base for 
all of these objects. These items function as com- 

al devices that lead the viewer's eye in and 
around the display in a dramatic baroque fashion. A 
series of intersecting diagonals enliven the composi 
tion and lead the viewer's gaze into the arrange 
ment, The brushstroke is broad and spontancous in 
ertain areas such as the leaves of the fruit found in 

the left corner of the table. The artist took great c 
to reproduce reflections of light on gleaming 
and glass surfaces. The overall lush effect of this still 
life is enhanced by warm, rich colors such as the 
dominant red tones 

Extravagant lays such as this one have often 
been interpreted by scholars as warnin, 

For example, E. de ngh cites seventeenth 
ry theologians who wrote about “the sin of 

sumptuosity” (De Jongh, 16 
Roemer Visscher's emblem of 1614 which criti 

He also cites 

the use of “large silver-gilt dishes, cups, bowls, ar 
basins which do not serve the daily wants” (“Ad 
tragoedias”” Sinne-poppen, De Jongh, Ibid.). Yet, it 
seems incongruous that a still life as visually rich 

ibition—a painting 
like skulls or 

s—would actually be such an admonition 

and pleasing as the one o} 
free of overt vanilas objec 
hourgla: 

inst immoderate living. Indeed, the simple act of 
purchasing a decorative object like a work of art 
could be considered an extravagance in itself 

lent may be secondary in this ornate 
ly beautiful painting 



Barend var 
Haarlem in 16 A ja 
1683 and 1684. Itis likely that he was a pupil of 1 delecta fresh 
Juriacn van Streeck wh also act A a J 
dam at that time 182, BO) ay k he V M Aint 

Van der Me 

cookies that have fallen onto the ta 
tudy reveals that ler M 
balanced the compo: The tall nautilus cup is of thi ree aL 

Barend van der Meer k 
© Still Life Soe eae et amt ey 

mmilar naut pped ain bowl. a 

295% 
Lent by the Elvehje F fe pai 

University of Wi and n inter 

Gift of Mr and Mrs hort 10 ugance. Di 

Provenan circl | H 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, Madis 
Mr. and Mrs. Mare B. Rojtrman ( 



Anonymous Italian 

© Fruit Still Life with Dead Game 

Lent by Mr. and Mrs. Gary Bishop 

Lill life is primarily compr 
tting. M arranged in a landscop this we 

Jandse h 

two tree trur 
wever, has been or ut and onl 

arc visible at the far right of the paint 
from these trees are two dead birds and 

the tree trunk to the right. The nail appe 
the foliage 

nal) 

pears, 

sro almost totally ol 
for the fruit, The 

dark chiaro: 
that forms the backe 

olden apples, pomegranate 
J plums are carefully rendered and in: 

clude naturalistic touches such as drops of moisturc 
J are the dominant colors 

of the land. and are offset by ric ns and brow 
cape and foliage 

The attribution of the work remains moot. The paint 
ing does, however, bear some relation to the work of 

| Ttalian artists such as Tommaso 
1625). His Still Life with Fruit and Game (Sil 

di Collection, Spike, 1983, pl. 13), include 
basket of apples, game, and vegetables 

1p 
The rosy red: 

ness and hard polished surfaces of the apples are 
simila ment of the fruit in the Greenfield 
painting. These unblemished apples differ, however 
from Salini's meticulously naturalistic ones which arc 

ed and worm caten. In general, Salini’s tech: 
are flatter and 

anized spatially. The artist of the Gree 
c is more painterly and his obj 

nfield 
painting used a more controlled brushstroke and a 
harder line. The inclusion of the snail on the tree 

trunk, hi r, doe sta reference to Salini 
who was one of the first artists to represent the “s 
and silent life of animals” by including a snake and 

I life of 1621 (Spike, 1983, cat. no. 
13, fig. 16). The « n of dead 
may of the Flemish artist Frans 

indly influenced Ital 
cat. no. 13) 

use in hi 

»mbinat ame and fruit 
o relate to the work 

Snyders (1579-16; 7) who p 
ian artists (Spike, 1983, 

The treatment of the apples in the Greenfield still lif 
also suggests an awarene of the 
Neapolitan artist, Luca Forte (active, 1625-1655) 
The almost wooden, enameled surfaces of Forte 
fruit in the Still Life with Fruit, now in the John and 
Mable Ringling Museum of Art, Sara: 
1983, pl. 17) can be related to the treatment of the 

ta (Spike 

apples in the painting on exhibition. Forte was the 
first Neapolitan artist 10 

(Spike, 1¢ 
int his still lifes in land: 

3, 54). His compositions 
are characterized by a shallow space. In fact, the bi 

ographer Bernardo De Dominici criticized his works 
Very few works by this painter are seen that saying 

have items in the foreground and the back.” (De 
Dominici, 1742, III, 293, cited by Spike, /bid.). The 

1 painting with its lack of background, like Greenfic 
the works of Forte, features r, stage-like a similar plar 

pjects set in a limited ame arrangement ¢ 

dead birds in this fruit still life may 

ntent. An Italian still life 

of dead birds b 

has been 

The inclusion of 

suggest a metaphori 
depicting various type 

ower of Caravay 
mento moni” image (Spike, 198 pl. 9). Yet, the 

on exhibit differs in that itis primarily a fruit painti 
still life. The unobtrusive placement of the dead fowl 
in this painting may suggest that metaphoric content 

ondary 



Anonymous Italian 
Kitchen Still Life, c. 1650 

nt by William and Sharon Treul 

Provenance 
», Pewaukee, Wisconsin 

Private Collection, Milwaukee 
Bader Collection, Milwaukee 
Art Market, Detroit 

The Pewaukee still life is a kitcher i Jan F 1 Vincent Malo (Spike, 19 
plays a vanct tabl i Jin r ti artists Ani 
lettuce —fruit wi, and kitchen ly M i anni A, no Cassana, 

disce th ca . \ 
which is perched on a large metal 1 que. reflect this F (cf 
hich rests its pai t. All the F 27 

Display still life paintings of this type were fairly com f k of these ( a Jiffers f 
nth cent 

ntury market scer by artists lik ty. Si sf wt 1 for 

The Butcher Shop, Uppsala | 
Bergstrim, 1956, fig. 15), Joachim Beuckelac 
(Christ in the House of Martha and Mary, Rijksn 

terdam, Bergstrom, 1956, fig, 18), and Vir 
cenzo Campi (The Fruit | Pinacoteca di Bre 
Milan, Spike, 1983, pl. 1). These artists’ come 
tions included great displays of foodstuffs p 
ery close to the picture plane. Recently, scholar 
have identified iconographic content in these work 

at these artists intended their com whieh indicate 
positions to be more than simpl f vend 
and their wares (K. Moxey, 1976 

ground of his Buicher Shop, whick 
1 almost vulgar display of n the f 

gests a negative comment on the carnality of earthly 
life (ef. Wind, Art B 

painting contains ert refere 
16). Although th 

Pewaul 

ic apt 
at and owl in terms ¢ 



1650 

(After) David Teniers 
© Kitchen Scene, « 

T 
vainted by David Teniers the Younger. 

of the Fat Kitche 
ated 164 

in the Mauritshuis, The Hague (Davidson, 1979, 
7). That picture was one of several executed by 

Tenic ninj 40's for important patrons (David 
on, 1979, 5), Because of the popularity of Teniers 

paintings, they were frequently copied. More than a 
artists are known to have worked in the Teniers 

manner—hoping to capitalize on the success of the 
master sand drolleries. S uch as 
Matheus van Hellemont, did outright copies of his 
works (for example, Interior with Flayed Ox, Stock 
holm Museum Hallwyl; Davidson, 1979, 61-6: 

kely that the Pewaukee painting wa 
dent. Yet, Teniers, who was himself a suecessful art 

5). Lacking records or signatures 
three appear in thy eren of the Antwe 

nothing is known of their work. Still Davidson feels 
it may be that some of the poor-quality seventeenth 

century copies of his paintings are the works of these 
tudents” (Davidson, 1979, 56). In the absence of 
oc nentation of the Teniers’ atelier and his copyists 
1 definitive attribution for this painting cannot be 

t copy, the Pewoukce painting lacks the 
clarity the quality of the original. There 
are weak passages. In the Fat K 
the table is an ornate ¢ 

hen, the object on 
ration in the form of the 

wan. In the Pewaukee picture it is unrecognizable 
The figures, however, are carefully modelled. The 

d woman's face, for example, is delicately colored a 
detailed. The overall tonality of the Pewaukee paint 

differs from the original which was painted on 

enre scene of a kitchen interior, which includes 
indance of foodstuffs—fish in the fe und, 

suspended overhead, roasting meat in the 
background—may illustrate the vice of gluttony 
Figures busy themselves preparing a larg 

ald c 
theme of the corrupt 

quantity of 
1 for what ¢ ly be a great banquet. The 

n of youth may also be implied 
by the central placement of the woman peeling ar 

th d who waits to receive it. Apples 
which al: pear at the womanis feet, are associated 
with the fall of man. The child's acceptance of the ap- 
ple su that he too will be vulnerable to sin and 
temptation, It also recalls the popular Dutch expres- 

Welu, 1979, 
calling my attention to this reference.) 

2: Lam indebted te 
le basket (ef 
fos. or Wind for 
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